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Classics has long been at the heart of humanistic studies at Johns
Hopkins University: the very ﬁrst person appointed to the faculty of the
newly founded University in 1876 was Basil L. Gildersleeve, a professor
of Greek. The university adopted the most effective model of scholarship
at the time-the German seminar, which combined teaching with researchas the basis for training students at Johns Hopkins. This revolutionary
structure was central to the new model of the "research university" that
Johns Hopkins University pioneered.
Today, the Department of Classics at Johns Hopkins University seeks
to maintain and enhance this tradition of leadership and innovation.
Members of the current faculty are highly interdisciplinary. We combine
philological historical, iconographical, and comparative methods in our
investigations of the cultures, broadly conceived, of ancient Greece and
Rome, with additional expertise in Reception Studies (aka "The Classical
Tradition") and in the post-classical use of Greek and Latin.
The undergraduate and graduate programs reflect these characteristics.
They are founded upon intensive study of ancient Greek and Latin
language and literature, but also require rigorous work in such ﬁelds
as ancient history, art, archaeology, and philosophy, while allowing
considerable flexibility to accommodate individual interests. These
programs aim to produce broad, versatile scholars who have a holistic
view of ancient cultures and of the evidence by which those cultures are
comprehended.
The Classics department enjoys close ties with several local and regional
institutions whose missions include the study of the ancient world,
including the Walters Art Museum, with its world-class collection of
antiquities and manuscripts; the Baltimore Museum of Art, with its
Roman mosaics; and the Center for Hellenic Studies in Washington, D.C.
Internationally, it is a member of the American School of Classical Studies
in Athens, the American Academy in Rome, and the Intercollegiate Center
for Classical Studies in Rome.
The department's main scholarly resource is the Milton S. Eisenhower
Library, which has broad and deep holdings in the various ﬁelds of
classical antiquity. The department also has access to a signiﬁcant
collection of Greek, Roman, and Etruscan antiquities, housed in the Johns
Hopkins Archaeological Museum, located alongside its own quarters in
Gilman Hall.

Undergraduate Programs
The department offers undergraduate courses in Greek and Latin
languages and literature, ancient history, classical art and archaeology,
Greek and Roman civilizations, history of sexuality and gender, ancient
philosophy, mythology, and classical reception. These courses are open
to all students in the university, regardless of their academic year or
major ﬁeld of interest.

Programs
• Classics, Bachelor of Arts (https://e-catalogue.jhu.edu/arts-sciences/
full-time-residential-programs/degree-programs/classics/classicsbachelor-arts/)
• Classics, Bachelor of Arts/Master of Arts (https://ecatalogue.jhu.edu/arts-sciences/full-time-residential-programs/
degree-programs/classics/classics-bachelor-arts-master/)
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• Classics, Minor (https://e-catalogue.jhu.edu/arts-sciences/full-timeresidential-programs/degree-programs/classics/classics-minor/)
• Classics, PhD (https://e-catalogue.jhu.edu/arts-sciences/full-timeresidential-programs/degree-programs/classics/classics-phd/)
For current course information and registration go to https://sis.jhu.edu/
classes/

Courses
AS.040.102. The Art and Archaeology of Early Greece. 3 Credits.
This course explores the origins and rise of Greek civilization from the
Early Bronze Age to the Persian Wars (ca. 3100-480 B.C.), focusing on
major archaeological sites, sanctuaries, material culture, and artistic
production.
AS.040.103. The Roman Empire. 3 Credits.
This introductory course examines the history, society, and culture of the
Roman state in the Imperial age (ca. 31 BCE-ca. 500 CE), during which it
underwent a traumatic transition from an oligarchic to a monarchic form
of government, attained its greatest territorial expanse, produced its most
famous art, architecture, and literature, experienced vast cultural and
religious changes, and ﬁnally was transformed into an entirely different
("late antique") form of society. All readings in English.
AS.040.104. The Roman Republic: History, Culture, and Afterlife. 3
Credits.
This introductory level course examines the history, society, and culture
of the Roman state in the Republican period (509-31 BCE), during which
it expanded from a small city-state to a Mediterranean empire. We also
consider the Republic's importance for American revolutionaries in the
18th century. All readings in English.
AS.040.105. Elementary Ancient Greek. 4 Credits.
This course provides a comprehensive, intensive introduction to
the study of ancient Greek. During the ﬁrst semester, the focus will
be on morphology and vocabulary. Cannot be taken Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory.
AS.040.106. Elementary Ancient Greek. 4 Credits.
Course provides comprehensive, intensive introduction to the study of
ancient Greek. The ﬁrst semester’s focus is morphology and vocabulary;
the second semester’s emphasis is syntax and reading. Course may not
be taken Satisfactory/ Unsatisfactory.
AS.040.105
AS.040.107. Elementary Latin. 3 Credits.
This course provides a comprehensive, intensive introduction to the
study of Latin for new students, as well as a systematic review for
those students with a background in Latin. Emphasis during the ﬁrst
semester will be on morphology and vocabulary. Course may not be taken
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory.
AS.040.108. Elementary Latin. 3 Credits.
Course provides comprehensive, intensive introduction to the study of
Latin for new students as well as systematic review for students with
background in Latin. The ﬁrst semester's emphasis is on morphology
and vocabulary; the second semester's focus is on syntax and reading.
Course may not be taken Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory.
AS.040.107
AS.040.111. Ancient Greek Civilization. 3 Credits.
The course will introduce students to major aspects of the ancient
Greek civilization, with special emphasis placed upon culture, society,
archaeology, literature, and philosophy.
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AS.040.114. Science Fiction Before the Modern Era: Exploring the
Ancient Scientiﬁc. 3 Credits.
Science Fiction has classically been considered a product – and even
a hallmark – of the modern world. But this course opens up the world
of ancient scientiﬁc ﬁctions. From philosophical myth and utopia to the
imaginary worlds of fantastical travelogues and novelistic adventures in
outer space, these narratives take us deep into the scientiﬁc imagination
of the ancient Greeks and Romans. We will examine how these invented
worlds reflected critically and creatively on aspects of contemporary
society, including political and cosmic structures; conflicts between
religion and philosophy; death and the after-life; the body, sexuality and
technology. We will also examine the influence these ﬁctions had on lunar
narratives of the (early) modern period, including Kepler’s Dream and
Richard Adams Locke’s great lunar hoax of 1835.

AS.040.206. Intermediate Ancient Greek. 3 Credits.
Reading ability in classical Greek is developed through a study of various
authors.
AS.040.205

AS.040.121. Ancient Greek Mythology: Art, Narratives, and Modern
Mythmaking. 3 Credits.
This course focuses on major and often intricate myths and mythical
patterns of thought as they are reflected in compelling ancient visual
and textual narratives. Being one of the greatest treasure troves of the
ancient world, these myths will further be considered in light of their rich
reception in the medieval and modern world (including their reception in
the modern ﬁelds of anthropology and philosophy).

AS.040.212. Race Before Race: Ethnic Difference in the Ancient
Mediterranean. 3 Credits.
This course explores how ancient Mediterranean cultures on three
continents theorized and negotiated ethnic difference, with an eye toward
classical Greece and Rome's role in the later invention of race.
Area: Writing Intensive

AS.040.126. Religion, Music and Society in Ancient Greece. 3 Credits.
Emphasis on ancient Greek ritual, music, religion, and society; and on
cultural institutions such as symposia (drinking parties) and festivals.
AS.040.129. Reading Homer's Odyssey. 3 Credits.
This course aims to provide an in-depth exploration of Homer’s Odyssey
(in translation). We will study the poem’s roots in a tradition of ancient
oral poetry, gain a fuller understanding of how it was interpreted within
different historical contexts, and examine the poem’s fascination with
topics such as gender, class, tales of exploration and colonization, truth
and lies and identity.
AS.040.145. Story and Argument from Homer to Petrarch. 3 Credits.
Stories entertain us, but we also tell them to make a point. This course
will explore the ways that stories were used to make points by Greek
and Latin authors from Homer to Petrarch, while also looking at, and
comparing them to, the techniques of argument contemporaneous
thinkers were developing. This is a course about narrative and rhetoric
but also about how and in what way stories matter.
AS.040.152. Medical Terminology. 3 Credits.
This course investigates the Greek and Latin roots of modern medical
terminology, with additional focus on the history of ancient medicine and
its role in the development of that terminology.
AS.040.204. Greek Myth and Anime: Cross-cultural Concepts of Man and
Divinity. 3 Credits.
This course will examine the reception of the Classics in Japanese
popular culture anime. We will view how characters, creatures, and beings
from Greco-Roman myth are presented in anime, with special attention to
concepts such as human beings, humanity, and divinity. Dean's Teaching
Fellowship course.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.040.205. Intermediate Ancient Greek. 3 Credits.
Reading ability in classical Greek is developed through a study of various
authors.
AS.040.105 AND AS.040.106 or equivalent

AS.040.207. Intermediate Latin. 3 Credits.
Although emphasis is still placed on development of rapid
comprehension, readings and discussions introduce student to study of
Latin literature, principally through texts of various authors.
AS.040.107 AND AS.040.108 or equivalent
AS.040.208. Intermediate Latin. 3 Credits.
Reading ability in Latin is developed through the study of various authors,
primarily Cicero (fall) and Vergil (spring).
AS.040.207

AS.040.213. The Painted Worlds of Early Greece: Fantasy, Form and
Action. 3 Credits.
This course explores the creation and role of early Aegean wall painting.
Found primarily in palaces, villas and ritual spaces, these paintings
interacted with architecture to create micro-worlds for social activities
taking place in their midst. Their subjects range—from mythological
to documentary, from ornamental to instructive. They depict dance
and battle, fantastical beasts and daily life. We examine their complex
relationship to lived reality as well as the activities that surrounded them,
from their crafting, to performance of rituals, to their role in “international”
relations.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.040.216. Exploring the Ancient Astronomical Imagination. 3
Credits.
This course takes us on an exploratory journey through the ancient
astronomical imaginary. We will focus on ancient Greek and Roman
ideas about the structure of the cosmos, the substance and nature of
the stars, the Earth’s place and role in the universe, ancient attempts
to map the stars, and ancient beliefs about the signiﬁcance of cosmic
phenomena for events in the human world. The course will culminate in
the extraordinary ancient tradition of lunar ﬁctions, which are our earliest
imaginative accounts of life on other worlds. Come join us for a voyage to
the stars!
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AS.040.217. A Clash of (Ancient) Civilizations? The Jews in the GraecoRoman World. 3 Credits.
Judaism and Hellenism have been traditionally opposed to one another:
the Jewish calendar celebrates the triumph of the Maccabees against the
Hellenizers at Hannukah, and mourns the destruction of the Jerusalem
Temple by the Romans on Tisha Be-Av. However, the relationship
between the Jewish people and the Graeco-Roman world can hardly be
reduced to a military confrontation. Did these apparently opposite worlds
influence one another? How were the Jews viewed among the Greeks
and the Romans and the many other ethnic groups living in the ancient
Mediterranean, and how did they view Greek and Latin culture? What did
they have to offer on the international, multilingual ‘cultural market’ of the
Graeco-Roman world? Through a selection of ancient texts and modern
scholarship, this course analyzes the vicissitudes of the Jewish people
and of Judaism from the Hellenistic Age to the Late Antique, throughout
the centuries in which Greeks, Romans and Jews found themselves living
“under one roof”. All readings in English. Dean's Teaching Fellowship
course.
AS.040.218. Celebration and Performance in Early Greece. 3 Credits.
Surviving imagery suggests that persons in Minoan and Mycenaean
societies engaged in various celebratory performances, including
processions, feasts, and ecstatic dance. This course explores
archaeological evidence of such celebrations, focusing on sociocultural
roles, bodily experience, and interpretive challenges.
AS.040.232. Island Archaeology: The Social Worlds of Crete, Cyprus and
the Cyclades. 3 Credits.
Islands present highly distinctive contexts for social life. We examine
three island worlds of the third and second millennia BCE through their
archaeological remains, each with its particularities. These are places
where water had a unique and powerful meaning, where boat travel
was part of daily life, where palaces flourished and where contact with
other societies implied voyages of great distance across the sea. Class
combines close study of material culture and consideration of islandspeciﬁc interpretive paradigms; students work with artifacts in the JHU
Archaeological Museum.
AS.040.245. Heroes: The Ancient Greek Way. 3 Credits.
Students will acquire more in-depth knowledge of Ancient Greek literature
by reading and discussing its most important and famous texts, from the
Iliad and the Odyssey to tragedy to philosophy. Knowledge of Greek is not
required.
AS.040.111 OR AS.040.121
AS.040.300. The Ancient Novel. 3 Credits.
In this course we will follow the fortunes of the ancient Greek and Roman
novels.
AS.040.103 OR AS.040.104 OR AS.040.111 OR AS.040.112 OR
AS.040.121 OR AS.040.133 OR AS.040.245
AS.040.302. Greek Tragedy: Human Passions and Divine Power. 3
Credits.
This course introduces students to the signiﬁcance of Greek theater
in its original context and to masterpieces of Greek tragedy such as
Medea, Oedipus the King, and The Bacchae. Readings will be in English.
No Greek is required. Recommended Course Background: AS.040.111
Ancient Greek Civilization, AS.040.121 Ancient Greek Mythology, or some
exposure to ancient Greek culture.
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AS.040.305. Advanced Ancient Greek. 3 Credits.
This course aims to increase proﬁciency and improve comprehension of
the ancient Greek language. Intensive reading of ancient Greek texts, with
attention to grammar, idiom, translation, etc. Reading of prose or verse
authors, depending on the needs of students. Speciﬁc offerings vary. Colisted with AS.040.705.
AS.040.205 AND AS.040.206 or equivalent
AS.040.306. Advanced Ancient Greek. 3 Credits.
This course aims to increase proﬁciency and improve comprehension of
the ancient Greek language. Intensive reading of ancient Greek texts, with
attention to grammar, idiom, translation, etc. Reading of prose or verse
authors, depending on the needs of students. Speciﬁc offerings vary. Colisted with AS.040.702.
AS.040.205 AND AS.040.206 or equivalent
AS.040.307. Advanced Latin Prose. 3 Credits.
This course aims to increase proﬁciency and improve comprehension
of the Latin language. Intensive reading of Latin texts, with attention to
grammar, idiom, translation, etc. Speciﬁc offerings vary. Co-listed with
AS.040.707.
AS.040.207 AND AS.040.208 or equivalent
AS.040.308. Advanced Latin Poetry. 3 Credits.
The aim of this course is to increase proﬁciency and improve
comprehension of the Latin language. Intensive reading of Latin texts,
with close attention to matters of grammar, idiom, and translation. Colisted with AS.040.710.
AS.040.207 AND AS.040.208 or equivalent
AS.040.348. Worlds of Homer. 3 Credits.
Through texts, art, and archaeological remains, this course examines the
various worlds of Homer--those recalled in the Iliad and Odyssey, those
within which the epics were composed, and those born of the poet's
unique creative work. Class will make museum visits. Ancient texts read
in translation..
AS.040.400. The Archaeology of Cyprus: Investigating a Mediterranean
Island World in the JHU Museum. 3 Credits.
This course explores the visual and material worlds of ancient Cyprus
from the earliest human evidence through the Iron Age. Class involves
regular analysis of artifacts based in the Archaeological Museum.
AS.040.407. Survey of Latin Literature I: Beginnings to the Augustan
Age. 3 Credits.
This intensive Latin survey is designed for very advanced undergraduate
students--normally those who have completed two semesters of
Advanced Latin (AS.040.307/308)--and PhD students preparing for
their Latin translation exam. In this course, the ﬁrst half of a year-long
sequence, we will read substantial texts of major Republican and some
Augustan authors. The weekly pace is designed to inculcate greater
speed and accuracy in Latin reading, and provide signiﬁcant coverage
of various kinds of texts.Recommended background: AS.040.307-308 or
equivalent
AS.040.307 AND AS.040.308 or permission of instructor.
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AS.040.408. Survey of Latin Literature II: Early Empire to the PostClassical Period. 3 Credits.
This intensive Latin survey is designed for very advanced undergraduate
students (normally those who have completed the regular undergraduate
sequence through the advanced level) and PhD students preparing for
their Latin translation exam. In this course, the second half of a year-long
sequence, we will read substantial texts of major Imperial authors, as well
as a selection of works from Late Antiquity and the Post-Classical period.
The weekly pace is designed to inculcate greater speed and accuracy
in Latin reading and to provide signiﬁcant coverages of various kinds of
texts. Prior completion of AS.040.407 preferred but not required.
AS.040.307 AND AS.040.308 or equivalent.
AS.040.417. Survey of Greek Literature I: Homer to the Classical
Period. 3 Credits.
We shall read an extensive selection of major texts of Greek literature
from Homer to the classical period.
AS.040.418. Survey of Greek Literature II: Hellenistic Period to Imperial
Period. 3 Credits.
We shall read, in the original Greek, major authors of Greek Literature from
the Hellenistic period to the Imperial period.
AS.040.420. Classics Research Lab. 3 Credits.
This course gives participants a unique opportunity to engage directly
in empirical research and its interpretation and dissemination. Topics
vary. There are no prerequisites, but potential students should contact the
instructor for permission to enroll.
AS.040.501. Independent Study. 3 Credits.
You must request Independent Academic Work using the Independent
Academic Work form found in Student Self-Service: Registration > Online
Forms.
AS.040.502. Independent Study. 1 - 3 Credits.
You must request Independent Academic Work using the Independent
Academic Work form found in Student Self-Service: Registration > Online
Forms.
AS.040.520. Honors Research. 1 - 3 Credits.
You must request Independent Academic Work using the Independent
Academic Work form found in Student Self-Service: Registration > Online
Forms.
AS.040.600. The Archaeology of Cyprus: Investigating a Mediterranean
Island World in the JHU Museum.
This course explores the visual and material worlds of ancient Cyprus
from the earliest human evidence through the Iron Age. Class involves
regular analysis of artifacts based in the Archaeological Museum.

AS.040.601. Cosmopoetics: Aratus, Manilius and the Literature of the
Stars.
This seminar will explore two ancient Greek/Roman poems about the
stars: Aratus’ ancient Greek poem Phaenomena (3rd century BCE) –
which was second only to the Homeric epics in terms of popularity
among ancient readers - Manilius’ Latin poem, Astronomica (1st century
CE) - and ancient catasterism-literature (myths about ﬁgures who are
converted into stars). Key points for discussion will include the politics
and poetics of mapping the night sky, intersections with the scientiﬁc/
philosophical tradition, the didactic voice, the interpretation of celestial
phenomena and the stars’ perceived influence on terrestrial events, and
the extraordinarily rich visual tradition that accompanies Aratus’ poem
and the katasterismoi in particular. The seminar will include sessions
working on early astronomical materials from our Special Collections. In
order to guarantee maximum accessibility, we will approach these texts
in translation, and extra provision will be made for Classics students
and others who wish to study the texts in the original Greek and Latin
language.
AS.040.603. Homer's Odyssey.
This seminar proposes an in-depth exploration of Homer’s Odyssey. One
of the monumental epics of ancient Greek and a foundational text of
world-literature, the Odyssey examines, through one man’s quest to make
his way home, profound questions concerning the nature of identity,
the meaning of suffering, the importance of sharing stories, and the
strange allure of poetry itself. We will study Books 1-12 of the poem in the
original Greek in order to gain advanced understanding of its language
and style. Emphasis will also be placed on the study of commentaries
and scholarship in order to enhance our understanding of the poem’s
themes, the transmission of the text, and the historical, literary and social
contexts in which-and in response to which-it grew.
AS.040.605. Orality and Writing in the Literary Culture of the Early
Roman Empire.
This graduate seminar focuses on the oral practices that constitute
“literary culture” in Rome in the ﬁrst and second centuries CE:
declamation, recitation, disputation emerging from reading, and the
relationship of these practices to both literary “publication” and to
arenas of traditional oratory such as the courts and the Senate. Weekly
assignments will include substantial readings in Latin.
AS.040.608. Neo-Latin.
This seminar will introduce participants to the reading, editing,
translation, and interpretation of humanist Latin, with training in the
ancillary skills of paleography, codicology, and textual criticism.
AS.040.610. Biography and the Hero.
This graduate seminar will involve a close reading and study Plutarch’s
Life of Romulus, particularly in relation to the paired Life of Theseus. We
will examine Plutarch’s frameworks and principles for “life writing” in
general, as well as his understanding and application of the traditional
concepts of the Greek “hero” and Roman exemplum, to shed light on his
poetics in this mythistorical “biography.”
AS.040.611. Labor in Latin Literature.
This graduate seminar examines work and labor in Latin literature,
beginning with a close reading of Vergil's Georgics in Latin. We will
pay particular attention to the female, enslaved, and non-human labor
that elite male authors silence or sublimate, as well as the interpretive
and methodological challenges that arise. Students will co-design the
reading list; lead discussions around texts, topics and theories relevant to
their research; and workshop one abstract, one grant proposal, and one
conference paper each. Reading ability in Latin is required.
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AS.040.613. Things with Lives in the Ancient Mediterranean.
With a focus on material culture from the ancient Mediterranean,
this seminar explores the diversity of ways in which objects may be
understood to have lives or to be active elements of humans' lived
experience. The seminar meets in the Archaeological Museum, where
we can pair direct examination of objects with an exploration of multiple
theoretical approaches and interests, such as object biography and
agency, affordance theory, object-oriented ontologies, material animacies,
embodiment, ecological and enactive perception, and the ongoing
post-depositional existences of archaeological material. Students will
eventually select an object as the focus of an individual research project.
AS.040.614. Ancient Allegorical Interpretations of Greek Literature.
We shall look at several allegorical readings offered in antiquity to
interpret myths and literary works, especially, but not only, the epics of
Homer.
AS.040.622. Angelo Poliziano: Renaissance Humanism and Classical
Antiquity.
This course will survey works in Latin and the vernacular by the ﬁfteenthcentury Florentine humanist Angelo Poliziano, with particular attention
to his correspondence, and with recourse to a variety of theoretical
approaches, from classical reception theory to queer theory. Good
reading ability in classical Latin is required; the same in Italian is ideal but
not required.
AS.040.626. Plato and Poetry.
This graduate seminar will explore Plato’s contributions to the “old
quarrel” between poetry and philosophy, encompassing such topics as
the relationship between poetic inspiration and human reason, the role
of literature in pedagogy, and the metaphysical implications of poetic
ﬁction. We will focus on several Greek texts from the Platonic corpus
related to these themes, as well as some later sources that engage with
Platonic ideas.
AS.040.637. Competition in the Early Roman Empire.
A well-documented feature of the middle to late Roman republic is the
ferocious competitiveness of the aristocracy, and the governing class
in particular. These people competed for prestige and glory on the
battleﬁeld, for ofﬁces and honors in government and administration, for
visibility in public building, in forensic oratory in the courts, in deliberative
oratory in various assemblies, and sometimes in literary production. Less
well-understood is how the competitiveness of this group manifested
itself in the early imperial age, as the emergence of the emperor shut
down competition in some of these arenas and fundamentally changed
the character of the competition in others. This seminar considers how
some old arenas changed under the Imperial regime, and examines new
forms that aristocratic competition assumed to make up for the arenas
that had altogether disappeared.
AS.040.638. Ancient Literary Criticism.
This course covers essential Greek and Latin texts (e.g. Plato, Aristotle,
Horace, Plutarch) and the commentary tradition (e.g. scholia to Homer
and other important authors). Focus is on poetic texts, with some prose.
AS.040.641. Reception of the Greek Novel.
In this course, we will follow the fortunes of the Greek novels from
the Byzantine period onward, focusing especially on Heliodorus'
_Aethiopica_. Knowledge of Greek is highly desirable but not required.
AS.040.702. Reading Ancient Greek Poetry.
This reading seminar is intended to train graduate students in direct and
critical work on primary sources. Co-listed with AS.040.306.
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AS.040.705. Reading Ancient Greek Prose.
This reading seminar is intended to train graduate students in direct
and critical work on primary sources. Co-listed with AS.040.305.
Recommended Course Background: AS.040.205-AS.040.206.
AS.040.707. Reading Latin Prose.
This reading seminar is intended to train graduate students in direct and
critical work on primary sources. Co-listed with AS.040.307.
AS.040.710. Reading Latin Poetry.
This reading seminar is intended to train graduate students in direct
and critical work on primary sources. Co-listed with AS.040.308.
Recommended Course Background: AS.040.207-AS.040.208.
AS.040.801. Independent Study.
AS.040.802. Independent Study.
AS.040.806. Master's Thesis Research.
AS.040.807. Master's Thesis Research.
AS.040.809. Exam Preparation.
Study in preparation for a comprehensive oral exam, required to become
a PhD candidate, and consisting of three ﬁelds in classics and related
areas.
AS.040.810. Exam Preparation.
Study in preparation for a comprehensive oral exam, required to become
a PhD candidate, and consisting of three ﬁelds in classics and related
areas
AS.040.814. Dissertation Research.
No Audits.
AS.040.815. Dissertation Research.
No Audits.

Cross Listed Courses
Archaeology

AS.136.101. Introduction To Archaeology. 3 Credits.
An introduction to archaeology and to archaeological method and theory,
exploring how archaeologists excavate, analyze, and interpret ancient
remains in order to reconstruct how ancient societies functioned. Speciﬁc
examples from a variety of archaeological projects in different parts of
the world will be used to illustrate techniques and principles discussed.

English

AS.060.604. Philology.
An examination of the many ways (both as old and then 'New', but also
as the subject of a key 'return') that 'philology' has been claimed as the
master category of literary study. The nuts and bolts of older philological
procedures as well as the broadest theoretical claims for the term will be
attended to.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.060.629. The History of the Book.
The course will account for the major transformations in the media used
for writing from the scroll to the web as well as the rich account of this
history and its theorizations.
Area: Writing Intensive

First Year Seminars

AS.001.121. FYS: Socrates and his Intellectual Context. 2 Credits.
This First-Year Seminar will focus on the ﬁgure of Socrates. Socrates
wrote nothing, so we depend on others for our knowledge of him. We will
examine the ways he is portrayed by several different authors, including
Plato. We will also examine some other ideas around in his time - some
of which were pretty radical - and consider how he may have reacted to
them. Finally, we will examine his influence on later thought.
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AS.001.148. FYS: Dining and drinking in the ancient Mediterranean
world. 3 Credits.
This First-Year Seminar focuses on the cultures of dining and drinking in
the ancient Greek and Roman worlds, with excursions into the foodways
of other ancient societies abutting the Mediterranean basin. We will
investigate the social practices and values that are associated with
conviviality in these societies, and how such practices and values
change over time. We will consider the kinds of communities that these
practices construct, and how and to what extent different kinds of
people are included, excluded, or placed in a social hierarchy by their
participation in these practices. Special attention will be given to feasting
as represented in the Homeric poems, especially the Odyssey; to the
Archaic and Classical Greek symposion; and to the Roman convivium and
other dining forms extending to late Antiquity. Fueling our investigation
and underpinning our discussions will be a wide variety of ancient
Greek and Roman texts (to be read in English translation); images and
representations of ancient dining in diverse visual media, including Greek
vase painting, Roman wall painting, and mosaics; and archaeological
evidence for the spaces, settings, and implements of ancient dining and
drinking. Throughout, we will engage with key scholarship on aspects
of this topic. The seminar includes visits to the Walters Art Museum,
the Baltimore Museum of Art, and the Johns Hopkins Archaeological
Museum, all of which house objects that illuminate our inquiry. It may
also involve screenings of ﬁlms or clips featuring modern imaginative
reconstructions of ancient dining events.
AS.001.161. FYS: Books, Authenticity, and Truth. 3 Credits.
We are living through a crisis in how we take in information. Bombarded
by information of all sorts coming at us on phones, tablets, and computer
screens, it can be difﬁcult to make sense of it all and harder still to
determine whether something is true or false, authentic or inauthentic.
The scale and speed of the change in media that we are undergoing
is unprecedented in human history. Nevertheless, people in the past
have faced moments of crisis – moments when writing seemed
unreliable, when the format of written information changed, and when
new publication formats forced reevaluations of the nature of truth. This
First-Year Seminar will take us from Greco-Roman antiquity to the modern
age, with stops along the way in the European Middle Ages, Renaissance,
and Enlightenment. We will read selected texts that illuminate the place
of writing, books, and the search for truth, think about the structure of
libraries in the western Middle Ages and Renaissance, do extensive
hands-on work with rare books, and visit other repositories of information,
all toward the end of evaluating how the history of books and information
can help us in our current quest to make sense of our world.

AS.001.179. FYS: Race Before Race - Difference and Diversity in the
Ancient Mediterranean. 3 Credits.
How did the Greeks, Romans, and other ancient Mediterranean peoples
understand human difference and diversity? How did they form
their senses of self in relation to others and articulate kinship and
commonalities across ethnic lines? Did skin color, birthplace, language,
and lineage matter in constructing social hierarchies? How did their
concepts of class and citizenship, beauty and belonging, differ from ours?
Did they have anything akin to modern constructions of race and racism,
blackness and whiteness, the ‘west’ and the ‘rest’? If not, when and why
were such ideas invented, and how was Greco-Roman culture conscripted
in their support? Finally and crucially, what can we do to make “classics”
today more equitable, inclusive, and accurate to the multicultural reality
of the ancient Mediterranean? This First-Year Seminar examines these
questions, and many more, through the literature, art, and history of
ancient Greece and Rome, with forays into Egypt, Persia, Judea, and
northern Europe. It will introduce you to the diversity of the ancient
Mediterranean world, hone your ability to critically interpret and discuss
art, literature, and scholarship, and explore how systems of categorizing
human difference have historically served power. This course will give
you a wider historical lens through which to understand race, racecraft,
the “classics,” and “Western civilization,” revealing all to be dynamic and
historically situated discourses that have been used to exert authority,
to include or exclude, and to build communities. It will also build student
community and comfort discussing sensitive subjects through a
combination of ﬁeld trips, guest lectures, movie nights, and communal
meals.
AS.001.180. FYS: Lunar Histories. 3 Credits.
This First-Year Seminar will take us on an exploratory journey through
the history of our Moon, both as a physical body in its own right and as a
formative presence in the cultural imagination. As we examine theories
about the Moon’s nature and role in the cosmos - from antiquity to our
modern period, and from science to make-believe - we will delve deep
into perplexing questions such as the relationship between scientiﬁc
and imaginative thought, the role played by conspiracy-theory and hoax
in our society, the origins of speculation about extraterrestrial life, and
what it means to map and write the history of other worlds... This seminar
will include sessions of practical observation of the Moon from the JHU
Observatory.

History

AS.100.416. History through Things: Objects, Circulation, and
Encounters in the Medieval World. 3 Credits.
Objects from the past offer a powerful window into a set of experiences
not recorded in texts. We will follow objects and things as they appear in
lists, letters, and descriptions, as they travel surprising routes, and bring
to life the medieval world before 1400.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.100.672. Medieval Materialities: Objects, Ontologies, Texts and
Contexts.
We will use the meanings and methodologies of “materiality” to examine
the medieval world, by analyzing objects, texts, networks, patterns of
circulation and appropriation, aesthetics and enshrinement, production
and knowledge communities.

Classics

History of Art

AS.010.252. Sculpture and Ideology in the Middle Ages. 3 Credits.
This lecture course will offer a selective, thematic exploration of the art
of sculpture as practiced in the Middle Ages, from the fall of the Roman
empire in the 4th century CE to height of the Gothic era. The primary
concern will be to analyze sculpture in all of its forms – monumental
free-standing, architectural, liturgical, and commemorative – as the
primary medium utilized by patrons, both private and corporate, to display
political messages to an ever growing public.
AS.010.309. The Idea of Athens. 3 Credits.
This thematic course will explore the art, architecture, material culture,
and textual evidence from the ancient city of Athens, the many cultures
and social positions that made up the ancient city, and the idea of the city
as something far beyond its reality. We will take a number of ﬁeld trips
to museums in the area and some of your assignments will be based in
local museums.
AS.010.431. Obsessed with the Past: the Art and Architecture of
Medieval Rome. 3 Credits.
In antiquity, Rome became the capital of an empire, its growing status
reflected in its sophisticated urban planning, its architecture, and the arts.
While an abundance of studies explores the revival of this glorious past
in the Renaissance, this seminar discusses various ways of the reception
of antiquity during the medieval period. We address the practice of using
"spolia" in medieval architecture, the appropriation of ancient pagan
buildings for the performance of Christian cult practices, the continuation
of making (cult)images and their veneration, the meaning and speciﬁc
visuality of Latin script (paleography and epigraphy) in later medieval art.
We discuss the revival and systematic study of ancient knowledge (f. ex.
medicine, astronomy, and the liberal arts), in complex allegorical murals.
As we aim to reconstruct the art and architecture of medieval Rome,
this course discusses ideas and concepts behind different forms of rebuilding and picturing the past, as they intersect with the self-referential
character of a city that is obsessed with its own history.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.010.606. Approaches to Ancient Art.
The discipline of art history has passed through a number of major
methodological and theoretical shifts since its inception (and in
particular, over the last thirty years). Foundational disciplinary methods
derive principally from the arts of Classical Greece, the Renaissance and
contemporary periods. As the discipline embraces an enlarged ﬁeld of
inquiry, particularly drawing upon developments in anthropology, material
culture studies, feminism, queer theory, and political theory, additional
avenues for understanding the arts of the ancient world are emerging.
The seminar focuses on how art historical method and theory – both
foundational and emergent – might be proﬁtably applied to the subﬁelds
of the ancient Near East and eastern Mediterranean (understood in the
broadest sense).
Area: Writing Intensive
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AS.010.625. Art and Interaction in the Bronze Age Eastern
Mediterranean.
The arts of the Near East, Aegean and Egypt are typically taught
separately from one another. However, the Mediterranean Sea has
always served as a connector, and the diverse cultures of these areas
were in close contact with one another for much of their histories.
During the Bronze Age (3000 to 1200 BCE), these interactions were
particularly dynamic, resulting in a diversity of arts including wall
frescoes, precious jewelry, and elaborate furnishings and weaponry. This
course examines the arts of the interactions among Near Easterners,
Greeks, Egyptians and others. It focuses special attention on the role
of artistic products in intercultural relations, including trade, diplomacy,
war and imperialism.Students are not expected to have extensive
knowledge of all the areas, although some experience in at least one
of them will be helpful. The course will interweave establishing a
knowledge base necessary to tackle this topic with broader conceptual
concerns and interdisciplinary approaches (art historical, archaeological,
anthropological, and historical).There will be a ﬁnal paper.
AS.010.660. The Hegemony of Bodies.
Bodies—material, artistic, political, cartographic—and their breakdown,
form the focus of this seminar. Situating this inquiry in the ancient
Mediterranean, we will analyze the human body as an organizing term,
giving rise to a robust set of practices and performances. We will
consider the conception of atoms as bodies in motion, the role of direct
democracy and assembly as they intersect with artistic practices of
both ﬁguration and other non-ﬁgural corpora, and the emerging body
of medical knowledge that would eventually be gathered under the
Hippocratic corpus. The Mediterranean sea itself as it connects with
other bodies of water and forged connections between different land
bodies will also be among the topics we explore. While organized around
the ancient Mediterranean and its afterlives, students from all formations
are very welcome.

Interdepartmental

AS.360.133. Freshman Seminar: Great Books at Hopkins. 3 Credits.
Students attend lectures by an interdepartmental group of Hopkins
faculty and meet for discussion in smaller seminar groups; each of
these seminars is led by one of the course faculty. In lectures, panels,
multimedia presentations, and curatorial sessions among the University's
rare book holdings, we will explore some of the greatest works of the
literary and philosophical traditions in Europe and the Americas. Close
reading and intensive writing instruction are hallmarks of this course;
authors for Fall 2020 include Homer, Plato, Dante, John Donne, George
Herbert, Christina Rosetti, Mary Shelley, Friederick Nietzsche, Isaac
Bashevis Singer, Frederick Douglass.
Area: Writing Intensive
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Classics

Medicine, Science and the Humanities

AS.145.101. Death and Dying in Art, Literature, and Philosophy:
Introduction to Medical Humanities. 3 Credits.
In this course, four essential aspects of the theme of death and dying
will be examined: Death and Medicine; Emotional Responses to Death;
Burying and Commemorating the Dead; and Conceptions of Death.
Speciﬁc topics relating to each of these aspects that will be covered
include illness and causes of death; prevention of death; suicide; death
and grief; burial practices; mourning the dead; public commemoration
of the dead; life after death; and death and rebirth. Students will explore
these topics from a historical-anthropological perspective with Paul
Delnero, a specialist in the history and culture of the ancient Near East
(Near Eastern Studies); from a literary perspective, by reading and writing
poetry relating to these subjects with the acclaimed poet James Arthur
(Writing Seminars); and from a musical perspective, through direct
encounters with the music and creative process of the award-winning
composer, Michael Hersch (Peabody).
Area: Writing Intensive

Modern Languages and Literatures

AS.211.374. Gendered Voices. 3 Credits.
The course will explore the notion of ‘voice’ in order to show how poetry,
literature, philosophy, and music have been dealing with it throughout the
ages. In particular, by focusing on classical ﬁgures such as the Sirens,
Circe and Echo, as well as by considering the seminal discussions of
the 'voice' in Plato and Aristotle, the course will address the gendered
nature of the voice as a tool to seduce and manipulate the human mind.
More speciﬁcally, the course will discuss the ways in which male, female,
queer, gendered and un-gendered voices embody different functions.
Course materials include classical, medieval and early modern sources
as well as later rewritings of myths concerned with the voice by authors
such as Jules Verne, Karen Blixen, Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, and
Italo Calvino. A selection of theoretical works (e.g. Cavarero, Silverman,
Dollar, Butler) will also be discussed. The course is taught in English and
all materials will be available in English translation; Italian majors and
minors should enroll in section 2.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.211.477. Renaissance Witches and Demonology. 3 Credits.
Who were the witches? Why were they persecuted for hundreds of
years? Why were women identiﬁed as the witches par excellence? How
many witches were put to death between 1400 and 1800? What traits
did European witch-mythologies share with other societies? After the
witch-hunts ended, how did “The Witch” go from being “monstrous” to
being “admirable” and even “sexy”? Answers are found in history and
anthropology, but also in medicine, theology, literature, folklore, music,
and the visual arts, including cinema.
Area: Writing Intensive
Students who have already taken AS.214.171 cannot take AS.211.477.
AS.211.606. Literature and Truth: Forgery and Fakes.
Forgery is an eternal problem. It is a literary tradition in its own right,
with connections to politics, Classics, religion, philosophy, and literary
theory. Spurious writings impinge on social and political realities to a
degree rarely confronted by criticism. This course offers a reading of
the sort traditionally reserved for canonical works of poetry and prose
ﬁction, spotlighting forgery’s imaginative vitality and its sinister impact
on scholarship. Students will study manuscripts and incunabula drawn
from JHU’s Bibliotheca Fictiva, the world’s premier collection of literary
forgeries.
Area: Writing Intensive
Students cannot have taken AS.214.606.

AS.211.714. Ariadne’s Threads: Metamorphosing Mythologies.
Abandoned by Theseus, Ariadne lamenting on the shore of Naxos
embodies one of the most powerful tropes in literature and the arts.
The fate of the heroine who helped Theseus out of the labyrinth became
herself a thread (indeed, an inexhaustible series of threads) running
across the ages and populating the imagination of poets, painters,
composers. After exploring in detail the classical sources that canonized
Ariadne’s myth (Catullus, Carmina, 64; Ovid, Heroides, 10) as well as
references to the myth found in other classical authors (Homer, Hesiod,
Pausanias, Plutarch, Propertius), we will turn to the reception of Ariadne
in literature and music (Ariosto, Rinuccini-Monteverdi, Haydn, Nietzsche,
Strauss-Von Hofmannsthal). The analysis of the various case studies
will focus on the rhetorical and poetical devices used by poets and
composers to reenact the vocal features of Ariadne’s lament.
AS.211.753. The Renaissance Comic Romance.
In the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries, Italian and French humanists
transformed the medieval adventure stories of Charlemagne’s and
Arthur’s knights. The course concentrates on Luigi Pulci’s earthy,
bourgeois Morgante, Teoﬁlo Folengo’s Macaronic (Latin/Italian dialect)
Baldus, and Rabelais’s encyclopedic Gargantua and Pantagruel,
combining close analysis of their linguistic and narrative fabric with
examples of their influence on later comic narrative masterpieces.
Area: Writing Intensive

Near Eastern Studies

AS.130.245. The Archaeology of Gender in the Ancient Eastern
Mediterranean. 3 Credits.
How do art historians and archaeologists recover and study genders
and sexualities of ancient people? This writing-intensive seminar looks
at texts and objects from ancient Egypt, Assyria, and Greece through
the lens of gender and sexuality studies. Beyond exploring concepts of
gender in the ancient Eastern Mediterranean, students will also consider
how modern scholars have approached, recovered, and written about
ancient gender identities. There are no prerequisites for this course.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.133.304. Let's Play! Games from Ancient Egypt and Beyond. 3
Credits.
The ancient Egyptians played many games, as we do today. Board
games, ball games, games of skill, etc., were not only part of daily life,
but also had a role to play in religious practices and beliefs. Although the
rules of the games are largely unknown to us, archaeological objects,
funerary images, and texts help us to better understand their roles and
meanings in ancient Egyptian culture. These various sources also show
how games reflect some facets of the organization of the society, and
reveal how the ancient Egyptians perceived some aspects of their world
- social hierarchy, gender division, representation of death, relationship
to chance/fate/divine will, etc. This course will present the evolution
of games and play in Ancient Egypt from the 4th millennium B.C., with
the ﬁrst board game discovered in the tomb of a woman, through those
deposited in the tomb of Tutankhamun, and up to the Roman period,
with the games engraved on the ground by soldiers in the fortresses of
the Eastern Desert. Particular attention will be paid to the travels of the
games - Egyptian games played outside of Egypt and games of foreign
origin played inside Egypt - because they allow for a better understanding
of the intercultural connections that were established in between Egypt,
Nubia, the Near East in general and the Mediterranean world. By replacing
the games in their archaeological, historical and cultural contexts, the
course is also intended as an original introduction to the civilization of
ancient Egypt.

Classics

AS.133.616. Let's Play! Games from Ancient Egypt and Beyond.
The ancient Egyptians played many games, as we do today. Board
games, ball games, games of skill, etc., were not only part of daily life,
but also had a role to play in religious practices and beliefs. Although the
rules of the games are largely unknown to us, archaeological objects,
funerary images, and texts help us to better understand their roles and
meanings in ancient Egyptian culture. These various sources also show
how games reflect some facets of the organization of the society, and
reveal how the ancient Egyptians perceived some aspects of their world
- social hierarchy, gender division, representation of death, relationship
to chance/fate/divine will, etc. This course will present the evolution
of games and play in Ancient Egypt from the 4th millennium B.C., with
the ﬁrst board game discovered in the tomb of a woman, through those
deposited in the tomb of Tutankhamun, and up to the Roman period,
with the games engraved on the ground by soldiers in the fortresses of
the Eastern Desert. Particular attention will be paid to the travels of the
games - Egyptian games played outside of Egypt and games of foreign
origin played inside Egypt - because they allow for a better understanding
of the intercultural connections that were established in between Egypt,
Nubia, the Near East in general and the Mediterranean world. By replacing
the games in their archaeological, historical and cultural contexts, the
course is also intended as an original introduction to the civilization of
ancient Egypt.

Philosophy

AS.150.201. Introduction To Greek Philosophy. 3 Credits.
A survey of the earlier phase of Greek philosophy. Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle will be discussed, as well as two groups of thinkers who
preceded them, usually known as the pre-Socratics and the Sophists.
AS.150.401. Greek Philosophy: Plato and His Predecessors. 3 Credits.
A study of pre-Socratic philosophers, especially those to whom Plato
reacted; also an examination of major dialogues of Plato with emphasis
upon his principal theses and characteristic methods. Cross-listed with
Classics.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.150.402. Aristotle. 3 Credits.
A study of major selected texts of Aristotle.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.150.403. Hellenistic Philosophy. 3 Credits.
A study of later Greek philosophy, stretching roughly from the death of
Aristotle to the Roman imperial period. Epicureans, Stoics, and Skeptics
will be the main philosophical schools examined.
Area: Writing Intensive
AS.150.406. Tragedy and Living Well. 3 Credits.
This course revisits the idea of tragedy as represented in Ancient Greek
thought for the purpose of approaching questions of flourishing and
ethical living from a different angle.
Area: Writing Intensive

Program in Museums and Society

AS.389.315. Ancient Color: The Technologies and Meanings of Color in
Antiquity. 3 Credits.
What role did the colorful surfaces of sculptures, vessels and textiles
play in the ancient world? We examine historical texts and recent
scholarly and scientiﬁc publications on the technologies and meanings
of color in antiquity, and use imaging and analytical techniques to study
polychromed objects from the Johns Hopkins Archaeological Museum
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AS.389.420. Curatorial Seminar. 4 Credits.
In collaboration with a local museum, conceptualize and develop an
exhibition, potentially including but not limited to: checklists, exhibition
texts, interpretive strategies, and programming. Exhibition theme varies
year to year. Concepts, ethics and practicalities of curation are key
concerns. Research visits to regional museums and private collections as
relevant.
Area: Writing Intensive
For current faculty and contact information go to http://classics.jhu.edu/
people/

